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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0006629A1] 1. Process for the production of a calendar, which is provided with a calendar flap (3) wherein the unfolded calendar flap (3)
is laid onto a calendar block (2) consisting of individual calendar leaves (1) and fastened together with these, an adhesive stripe is subsequently
applied onto the calendar flap (3) and the calendar flap (3) is then folded over and glued, characterised thereby, that a preliminarily fastened
calendar block (2) is drawn off from a stack (10) and is moved freely sliding with the fastened edge (4) forward on a plane (12) inclined in transport
direction, whilst a calendar flap (3) drawn off from a separate stack (14) is laid onto the freely sliding calendar block (2), that the calendar block
(2) with the calendar flap (3) laid on by their fastening edges (4) slide further against an end stop (13) of the chute (12) and align themselves one
against the other at the side of the fastened edge and that subsequently, while maintaining the inclined position and the mutual alignment, both
the parts (2, 3) are transported further and fastened together on a transport track (16a) extending perpendicularly to the chute (12) and finally the
adhesive stripe is applied to the calendar flap (3) and this is folded over and glued.
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